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• History
• Gravitational Lensing Theory
• Weak Distortions & Multiple Lenses
• Mass Reconstruction
• Cosmological WL Power Spectrum
• Image reduction
• Stars, PSFs and imperfect instruments
• Power Spectrum estimators
• Systematics 

Resources:
Bartelmann & Schneider: http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9912508
Scott Dodelson - Modern Cosmology Chapter 10
Catherine Heymans’ lecture notes: www.astro.ipm.ir/ISGLT08/
Lecturer%20and%20Lecture%20notes.htm 
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• Discovery of light deflection
• Suspected by Newton and Laplace
• Soldner (1804) calculated deflection angle

• Einstein (1915) developed GR
• predicted twice the Newtonian deflection angle

• Eclipse experiment (1917)
• Einstein's GR prediction confirmed

A brief history of the lensing



A brief history of the lensing

Mass >>> Gravity >>> Lens
Simples! 



A brief history of the lensing

Discovery of multiple images

Walsh, Carswell and Weymann (1979)

QSO 0957  2 images, 6'' separation

4GM
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Just one equation from GR

NB. Independent of light wavelength
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• Discovery of multiple images
• Walsh, Carswell and Weymann (1979) QSO 

0957 2 images, 6'' separation



A brief history of the lensing

• In 1936 Einstein published a paper regarding the on-axis 
lensing case. He did this at the request of a friend but 
qualified his paper with this statement:

• “Of course, there is no hope of observing this 
phenomenon directly. First, we shall scarcely ever 
approach closely enough to such a central line. 
Second, the angle β will defy the resolving power of 
our instruments.” - A. Einstein -Science vol 84 p 506 
1936

                                  Catherine Heymans              Lecture 1: Weak lensing for Cosmology

The Basics of Gravitational Lensing
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lens galaxy z = 0.168

lensed background 
galaxy z = 1.55

Aragón-Salamanca & STAGES in prep

Einstein ring

• Lensing provides a direct 
detection and measurement 
of mass.

• It is the only way that we can 
observe dark matter on all 
scales.
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In 1987 first 
ring detected 

MG1131+0456



A brief history of the lensing
            

HST image of Abell 2218 



Deflection Angle
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• We want to derive the deflection angle of a 
photon as it passes close to a point-mass.

• To build our intuition lets begin with a 
Newtonian derivation

• At point x’ the acceleration towards the mass is,

am =
GM

ξ2 + x′ 2

• And the y-component

ay = am cos θ =
GMr

(r2 + x2)3/2



Deflection Angle
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• Summing up the velocity along the path,

Δv = ∫ a dt = ∫
a
c

dx =
GM

c ∫
∞

−∞

r
(r2 + x2)3/2

dx

• This can be simplified greatly using

∴ Δv =
2GM

rc

∫
∞

−∞
(1 + x2)−3/2dx = 2

αN = Δvc =
2GM
ξc2

But… αGR =
4GM
ξc2

= 2αN



Deflection Angle

• In GR we need to consider the spatial components of the geodesic eq, to 
find deflections

• In particular we need the transverse part.  
Lets consider the LHS first. We can express derivatives with respect to the  
affine parameter 𝜆 in terms of derivatives wrt 𝜒 , as



Deflection Angle

Use pa=const.

• now consider the RHS



Deflection Angle

• The relevant components of the Christoffel symbols are 

When both indices are spatial, the Christoffel symbol is  proportional to the (small) gravitational potential. When multiplied by the 
small transverse distance, these  terms  will  be  negligible,  so  we  need  consider  only  the  term  in which j=k=3  along the 
radial direction.



Deflection Angle

• Geometric picture  
if the light ray does not propagate through the strong 
gravitational field close to the horizon i.e. the impact 
parameter is much greater than the Schwarzschild 
radius 

• By geometry: 

ξ ≫
2GM

c2 𝛽 = source angle  

𝜃 = image angle  

𝛼 = deflection angle  
 = aparent deflection  

Ds   = Source distance  
Dd   = lens distance  
Dds = source-lens distance 

α̂

β = ⃗θ − ⃗α

α =
Dds

Ds
α̂

⃗ξ = ⃗θ Dd



A point-mass lens

• We will derive the Jacobian that describes the locally 
liveried mapping from the image plane to the source 
plane.

• This will be our first step towards more generalised lens 
distributions

• The Jacobian is:  

  
where we have used alpha eq to obtain the RHS.

• We can rewrite alpha using  previous eqns to get… 
 

                           

A =
∂ ⃗β

∂ ⃗θ
= I −

∂ ⃗α

∂ ⃗θ

⃗α =
Dds

Ds

4GM
c2 |ξ |

⃗ξ



A point-mass lens

• Substituting for 𝜉 we can write the previous eq as, 

                            

• This contains the physics of the transformation of the 
source place to the lens plane. However to fully obtain 
the jacobian we need to calculate  

• Lets first separate the vector angles into 2 orthogonal 
components

⃗α =
Dds

DsDd

4GM ⃗θ
c2 |θ |2

∂α/∂θ

⃗α ≡ (α1, α2)
⃗θ ≡ (θ1, θ2)



A point-mass lens

α1 = k
θ1

|θ1 + θ2 |

• Then we can write,

• With
k =

Dds

DsDd

4GM
c2

• Then each component of  can be written 
out explicitly, 

∂ ⃗α /∂ ⃗θ



A point-mass lens



A point-mass lens

• Substituting the previous expressions into our 
Jaconian gives,

• This now allows us to describe a the distortion anywhere on the image 
plane due to a point source mass lens.

• ‘Shear’ is defined to be the trace free part of the Jacobian A



A point-mass lens

• Where,

• In complex notation,



A multi-mass lens

• Before considering general lens mass distributions 
lets consider just 2… 

• “The field equations of GR can be linearised if the gravitational field is 
weak. The deflection angle of ensemble of point masses is then the 
vector sum of individual deflection contributions” - P. Schneider ‘An 
Introduction to gravitational lensing’



A multi-mass lens

• Then using then deflection eq we get,

• Which is the total deflection due to both masses. From 
the Jacobian we can start to define the mapping 
between source and image planes,



A multi-mass lens

• Taking Mass A first, we can define the associated 
derivatives of the deflection angle,

• Combining the above with the Jacobian A and finding the 
trace free part of A leads to,



A multi-mass lens

• From this it should be apparent that,

• Proceeding to the general mass distribution we can 
consider N infinitesimal masses.

And the mass of each point is,



A multi-mass lens

• In the limit of  and , then the multi source 
deflection angle becomes,

N → ∞ ξ → 0



A multi-mass lens

• Where,

Critical 
surface 
density

• Going through the same procedure as before we get,



A multi-mass lens

• Similarly for the 2nd component,

• Again in complex notation…
D functions as a 

convolution kernel



Weak Lensing Power Spectrum

• Shear power spectrum can be defined in terms of the shear correlation 
function

-



• As we have seen in previous lectures, things can become simpler in 
Fourier space where convolutions -> multiplications 
The 2D Fourier transform is,

Weak Lensing Power Spectrum



• Taking 

Weak Lensing Power Spectrum



• Consider 

Weak Lensing Power Spectrum



Weak Lensing Power Spectrum



Weak Lensing Power Spectrum


